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Abstract

In a large and heavily networked specialty like gynaecology it is a particular challenge with regard to future status to achieve excellent patient care, research and teaching. At the same time not only hospitals but also research facilities are experiencing increasing pressure from performance and competition sides in terms of survival and further development on the clinical, scientific and economic fronts. The numerous changes, including paradigm shifts, in medicine, society, the health-care system and scientific innovations present new challenges to the specialty. This leads to questions about priority, problem areas and weaknesses as well as to new opportunities for the field and the overall question if it will be possible to meet the paradigm shifts and problems by the creation of new structures. In the light of the need for and the potential of design measures, this article presents a SWOT analysis of the specialty’s situation as a whole and in particular for gynaecology in German universities. One sees additional demands that add up to an expansion of the tasks. At the same time the shortage of new recruits becomes apparent. A broadening of the perspectives on women’s health and individualised medicine come into focus. Partial solutions include new supporting structures, capacity measurements as well as even structural options. In particular, the department structure, that is common abroad, opens an opportunity for specialisation while maintaining unity for a broader further training and strengthened research. Chances and strengths of the specialty are especially effective in coordinated and concerted activities.

Zusammenfassung


* The first two named authors contributed equally to this work.
Introduction

Approach to the topic
The numerous changes in society, the health-care system and scientific innovations provide new challenges for the specialty. For gynaecology as a large and heavily networked medical discipline, a particular challenge is to provide excellence in hospital care, research and training. At the same time this is especially important with regard to sustainability since not only hospitals but also research facilities are facing increasing performance and competitive pressure in their clinical, scientific and economic attempts to survive and to develop further.

Description of the problem
The spectrum of the specialty is huge and ranges from prevention and early detection through to conservative and surgical therapy and aftercare. Psychological and social-medical aspects are also present [1]. Women and their health, encompassing all phases of their lives, are at the centre point. The complexity of the field becomes even more obvious on looking at the many special working and interdisciplinary fields that are gaining in significance with the breakdown of the interfield boundaries. Looking to the future, the specialty will be faced with numerous problems. This will lead to a search for new processes and structures to help overcome the problems and to create space for a new orientation.

A paradigm shift to a focus on health is steadily underway in society and in the health-care system. A paradigm shift in research results from the advances in (biomarker-based) individualised medicine. In addition, there are changes in society that are reflected in changing conditions for medical health-care supply. The complexity of the field increases the risk of losing its unity. Beside the maintenance and further development of competence in the core areas and special segments of the field as well as their uniformity, for the future of the specialty, the next generation of clinicians and researchers is of fundamental significance. In view of the number of open positions and unoccupied chairs (e.g., more than one hundred vacant head physician positions in German gynaecological clinics in 2013) [2] and the economic pressures in the health-care related field of tension [3–5], an increasingly existential problem is approaching. The specialty is experiencing ever increasing competition from other medical specialties, e.g., concerning competence, financial support for research, national and international visibility and, last but not least, the next generation of physicians.

All of the mentioned developments are causes of concern for the entire specialty gynaecology. For facilities of different care levels within the graded German health-care system, beginning with district and general hospitals through to maximum and university care, many of the problems overlap. Others are specific for the facility or apply to particular segments such as, for example, facilities of a certain level in the framework of the graded health-care supply for complex obstetric-perinatal care.

For the university facilities, there is the additional special challenge of academic teaching and research. This includes the integration of research and its visibility in international comparison as well as the obligation to represent the specialty internationally in the best possible manner. In the following paragraphs the special problem fields of university facilities are presented separately from the specialty-related perspectives.

Specific issues
The open questions for the future of the specialty can be collected together in topic complexes that each contain a multitude of aspects. Some of the most important are mentioned as examples in Table 1 and reflect the selection with which this article is concerned.

Taking an overall view, requirements for future design options can be deduced – for the specialty as a whole and especially for university clinics.

Methods
Discussed in the present article are the above-mentioned specific issues from the viewpoint of the specialty gynaecology in general, supplemented with special aspects of university gynaecology. After an initial situation and problem analysis, suggestions for possible solutions are listed. Reference is made to the structural possibilities presented in the 2012 structure paper of the German Society for Gynaecology and Obstetrics (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Gynäkologie und Geburtshilfe).

Table 1 Specific issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific issues</th>
<th>Partial and supplementary aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What are the current challenges?</td>
<td>➤ Are there paradigm shifts in medicine and society that have to be considered for the challenge?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What are not only the problems and weaknesses but also the strengths and chances of the specialty?</td>
<td>➤ Does the focus on women’s health have priority?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Do new structures need to be created in order to address these challenges?</td>
<td>➤ How can the realisation that modern gynaecology and obstetrics have to be integral be implemented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How can the unity of the specialty be achieved?</td>
<td>➤ What structure should the modern specialty have?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Even if this question applies to all fields, some aspects are specially directed at university women’s hospitals.</td>
<td>➤ Is it necessary to restructure university women’s hospitals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Are new leadership structures needed?</td>
<td>➤ How can the focus on women’s health and the demand for integration be implemented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Which strategies can counteract the recruitment problem?</td>
<td>➤ How can all important subject facets be included?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. What are the perspectives against the backdrop of the generation change?</td>
<td>➤ What strategies are available for the maintenance or, respectively, further development or creation of the subdisciplines?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How can the consequences of the demographic changes be managed?</td>
<td>➤ How can research be integrated?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The searches covered the period 2010–2013 in the Medline databank of NIH (PubMed), in DIMDI, in the databanks of the International Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment (DARE, the database of abstracts of reviews of effectiveness/abstracts of quality assessed systematic reviews, NHSEED, NHS economic evaluation database/economic evaluations of health-care interventions, and HTA, health technology assessment database/publications and projects by INHTA and other HTA organisations). Sources freely available in the internet were included in the searches, as were journals not covered by medical databanks on the topics women’s health, gynaecology, and health-care quality. Also included were the pages of the national health monitoring system and national quality reporting system (e.g., AQUA, National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians, Federal Joint Commission) and quality-related internet pages of individual medical institutions. As explicitly stated in the literature [7], especially for the topic quality manual searches have a major importance alongside electronic databank searches. Thus, a manual search was undertaken on the basis of already identified publications and web sites. The following terms, singular and plural (individually as well as in combination and also in English translation) were employed: women’s health, gynaecology, department, teaching, standard, (health-care) quality, structure, university medicine, further training, centres.

Results

Challenges for the specialty gynaecology and obstetrics

Overview of the specialty as a whole

As already mentioned, challenges to the specialty arise from different sides, to name just a few: increasing specialisation [8], the further development of procedures, methods, practices and the ever changing conditions (also from the side of the legislature) [9–11]. The demographic changes impact equally on clinical pictures, tasks and the employment situation. In addition there have been various paradigm shifts.

Are there paradigm shifts in medicine and society that need to be taken into account?

A significant paradigm shift in research has initiated advances in the (biomarker-based) individualised medicine: away from treatment concepts that are useful for as many patients as possible towards therapies that bring the best possible health-care benefits for the individual patient. The self-determination in health-care issues (e.g., the cancer plan implementation law) as wanted by the legislature, communication and nocebo research, all give rise to extended requirements in patient orientation and communication. The nocebo effect – also known as the negative placebo effect – is based, among others, on specific expectations about a therapeutic intervention, e.g., drugs or clarification. If the negative effect predominates, we speak of a nocebo [12]. At the same time, new research results suggest that patients want to find their own way to a decision and to self-determination especially during the patient–doctor contacts.

The paradigm shift in society and in the health-care system towards the focus health and health promotion, which has been continuously ongoing for several years, has not bypassed the field of gynaecology. Should the specialty follow this focus, it would mean that women’s health will be the main topic for the future. Women’s health extends beyond the medical field of gynaecology, is interdisciplinary and encompasses social-cultural environments and societal aspects in its field of view. This requires extended competences in the context of the specialty. As is reflected in the new competence-based learning target catalogue, a process is underway in medicine that places the boundaries of the specialties in the background and emphasises general competence and specialised skills and knowledge. Competence-oriented learning targets are, in contrast to many other countries, not yet available for medical students in Germany at a national level. The target is a catalogue oriented to the professional image of physicians. The standing conference of education ministers is aiming at an educational reform that will place competences for physician’s actions in the spotlight. The licensure laws for physicians and the EU directive 2005/36/EC define the framework. The catalogue is currently being prepared in cooperation with a committee of experts [13]. Thus, the way is being paved for a new fragmentation of medicine, including the specialty gynaecology, or the way to the discovery of a new interdisciplinarity. At the same time a continuous transition of the individual specialties and their multi-facetted, similarly competence-oriented training curricula is being prepared which will then be collected together in the new exemplary further training plans of the federal chamber of physicians (see below). Already today, however, the further education plans for gynaecology are mapped out in their entirety in only a few institutions. Thus, a temporally as well as didactically structured basic training is becoming more and more important as is reflected, for example, in the structure and content of the training programmes of the German Academy for Gynaecology and Obstetrics (Deutsche Akademie für Gynäkologie und Geburtshilfe [DGGG]) [14], the German Academy for Senology (Deutsche Akademie für Senologie) [15] or at the European level in the proposals of the European Board and College of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (EBCOG) [16]. The international perspectives will gain increasing significance in future training programmes. Is the focus women’s health a priority? Health is becoming a central aspect in all branches of society. The Tallinn Charter (2008) of the WHO with its motto “Health in all Policies” [17], which places responsibility for health and prosperity on the health-care system, is just one example. Those who already place health/women’s health in the spotlight are also willing to include other factors impacting on health into research and medical activities. This is the chance for medicine as a whole and for the specialty: the point of view expands beyond illness/being ill and treating illnesses. Since gynaecology, as has been documented in numerous successfully applied prevention programmes over the years, has encompassed the expanding field of action for a long time, the formal prioritisation of women’s health represents an obvious and forward-looking step for the specialty.
The claim to a pronounced competence of the specialty for the issue women’s health is based on its knowledge, as well as its clinical and scientific experience in the health of women. Gynaecology should open up to this extended understanding of its tasks, if it does want not to lose important parts of its own sphere of influence such as prevention and health promotion for women [18]. Since outstanding commitments in prevention, especially in gynaecology and obstetrics, were excellent examples for the many developments in this field, it must be in the interest of the specialty to demonstrate its medical competence and leadership. Developments in training programmes that concern health in the absence of medical expertise cannot be in the best interests of gynaecologists who have always been involved in the health of mother and child, as for example in obstetrics, and of girls and women of all ages. The history of perinatal examinations alone reveals that the specialty has never only been concerned with fighting disease. The care of pregnant women is an excellent example for the beneficial meshing of health promotion, prevention and the transition to therapy when required [19]. This comprehensive approach thus characterises the self-perception of gynaecologists and allows the refocusing on women's health within the specialty to rather be understood as a change in terms than a paradigm shift.

Health in the focus means, with a glance at research, the demand for increased research into prevention and supply, which additionally addresses health-related factors from the specific world of women. At the same time there is an increased need for educational programmes for the development of health competence and evidence-based prevention – supplementary to the curative tasks in gynaecology – with the objective to progressively minimise the burden of disease by preventative measures.

**How can knowledge be applied so that modern gynaecology will become holistic?** Widely differing factors impact on the health of women: these include, for example, environmental conditions as well as social burdens, particular lifestyles or genetically caused health risks [20]. The specialty meets the demands for a holistic approach with trends and offers which can no longer all be integrated in the field but rather which gain, in a vast variety, a place alongside the offers of the specialty. At the same time there is growing recognition that the exclusion of context and personal needs in a DRG-oriented hospital landscape ultimately leads to an impairment of the clinical outcome as well as to problems in adherence and communication. Adjustments to differences in value are challenges that have to be met, not only with regard to the demands of an increasing self-determination in questions of health. If the specialty does not respond to demands from the side of the patients and health politics, namely to offer the competences of the specialty from a holistic point of view, this will lead to the patients turning to other fields (natur- can as psychology, nutritional and sport science, etc.) in order to present their problems there. This involves disadvantages, e.g., the overview is lacking, medical requirements are not sufficiently considered, and adherence suffers.

**Special situation of university gynaecology**
Because of their particular tasks in research and teaching, university facilities face additional challenges. In teaching new routes are being sought, characterised, for example, by the emphasis of the NKLM on competences instead of specialties or due to a general didactic rethinking. This is continued with the target of developing a competence-based model education regulatory of the specialties, and thus also for gynaecology. The further training plans should preferentially be defined in further training blocks (originally competence blocks) and further training modes (formerly competence levels) rather than in time periods. Also the required volumes should be adapted to the actual medical care situation. The further training should be based on the question “which competences does a physician need in order to function independently as a specialist?” [21]. However, an increase of the financial resources does not seem to be possible so that, possibly, cross-subsidisations will have to be used further. A focus on health and personalised medicine, including consideration of gender aspects, demands further additional interdisciplinary research efforts with an institutionally strengthened research structure in order to support highly specialised research segments. This naturally leads to questions about the (internal) structure of the modern specialty and about suitable structures for a university gynaecology department. For this, first of all not only the weaknesses and deficits of the current situation but also the existing strengths and opportunities that may be trail-breaking for future structures must be assessed.

**SWOT analysis (Fig. 1)**

**Strengths**

The specialty gynaecology has a high relevance. It continues to guarantee in Germany a qualitatively high-value patient care over the entire width of the field and for girls and women of all age groups.

Both inpatient and outpatient sectors make their contributions to this. This quality as illustrated by the obligatory quality assurance in hospitals as well as the quality assurance schemes in the scope of the German Physician’s Association. The base is the graded health-care system in the inpatient sector, supplemented by an outpatient care system networking also with the inpatient structures. Regionalisation in obstetrics, for example, has a long tradition and is now successfully supplemented by a graded neonatal care system according to the guidelines of the Joint Federal Committee (Gemeinsamer Bundesausschuss [G-BA]) (quality assurance guidelines for preterm and term babies/QRFr-RL) [22]. Numerous voluntary benchmarking and quality assurance initiatives, national and to an increasing extent also international certification of facilities and organ centres (DKG, DGS, EUSOMA, KTQ, DIN ISO, EBCOG, AGO) additionally reflect the scope of work and are, last but not least, an expression of high personal engagement. The legislature for its part is more concerned with obligatory quality initiatives [23]. The law for the further development of finance structures and quality in statutory health insurances will come into force on January 1, 2015 and includes the creation of an institute for quality assurance and transparency in the health-care system. This should, as an advisory capacity for the G-BA, recognise the existing deficits in the health-care system, work towards specific improvements in treatment and strengthen transparency. Also the institute should contribute to more transparency regarding the quality of health-care, for example, by comparisons of the quality of hospital services [24].
Contributing to its image among the next generation of physicians are high-value qualification measures supported by the professional societies as well as the perception of medical care in the facilities participating in basic and advanced education in all fields of medicine. The complexity, however, also brings the danger of fragmentation and calls for a more conscious and responsible bundling of competences.

Weaknesses

- Financial base suffers under budget restrictions and reimbursement system
- Balance between clinical and scientific strengths not always adequate
- International visibility not sufficient
- Competitiveness of research suffers under the present concepts for sponsoring research
- High degree of specialisation carries the danger of fragmentation

* In Germany in 2010 50.9% of the 81.75 million inhabitants are women.

The necessary balance between clinical strengths of a facility and science has often not been reached in all fields.

An in-depth knowledge of clinical science with corresponding top reputation is, in many places, not completely represented, especially from basic research and translational considerations. There is a need for improvement here in both structures and personnel. This is of special interest from the viewpoint of university hospitals.

With regard to participation in high-volume, complex international research projects, at present only limited competitiveness exists. This could be disadvantageous for the acquisition of top-class scientists and for the attractiveness of gynaecology in Germany.

Opportunities

- Graded health-care landscape
- Trans-sectorial meshing capable of extension
- Successful regionalisation concept, e.g., in obstetrics (risk-adjusted centralisation)
- Need for stability and perspectives in the upcoming generation

The high-value, graded health-care network can offer opportunities for complementary further development and synergy.

Thus, for medical problems of differing urgency and severity, diagnostical and therapeutic means are available at different health-care levels oriented to the individual needs of the patient. Further expansion of the, in many cases exemplary and far reaching, regionalisation concepts in gynaecology, together with tran-
sectorial networking supported by suitable financing structures offer possibilities for bundling. Synergies from networks such as, e.g., those realised in oncological centres exist. University facilities can – in accord with their unique and exclusive features – offer high-end medicine complementary to the corresponding research, and at the same time open up potential for optimisation.

Problem areas

A densification of requirements can be observed.

The reasons for this are not only social expectations and developments, but also consequences from the current reimbursement structures. This holds for both hospitals and practices. Work intensification is followed by increasing pressure on performance and competitiveness in order to survive clinically, economically and scientifically [28, 29]. The consequences of this work intensification and its effects on health-care quality are only now becoming the subject of scientific investigations which, however, are clearly revealing the dangerous potential [30].

Critical size of facilities – from economic and/or qualitative points of view?

If all facilities offered all services, this would carry the danger of a fragmentation of the health-care landscape as well as of an oversupply and an unfinanceable situation. At the same time SGB V § 70 demands a uniform health-care supply. Especially in rural districts a thinning out of the health-care landscape is to be feared. There are increasing indications of this especially regarding gynecologic and obstetrical care [31]. There is an urgent need for research, discussion and organisation among the ranks of the specialty on this entire problem area. Technically well-founded findings should be included in appropriate regulations by the decision making bodies of the health-care services. The critical size is gaining importance in connection with the qualification of young professionals.

A nationwide deficit of qualified leaders with clinical and scientific expertise is becoming apparent. There is a lack of young talented personnel qualified in the entire width of the specialty.

In the specialty gynaecology and obstetrics, there is at present an enormous problem in finding young talent to fill executive positions. Many head physician positions and even chairs cannot be occupied adequately. At present there are about 30% part-time positions. A discontinuity in expertise or even a decrease in the number of motivated, high performing young talents is to be feared [1]. The problem area can in the mid-term take on the character of a threat to continuity in gynaecological and obstetrical services, and in university hospitals also to further advances in research. In the meantime gynaecology and obstetrics, like general medicine, belong to the patient-centred fields for which further training is sponsored by the association of statutory health insurance physicians (Kassenärztliche Vereinigungen) [32]. These problems are fuelled by various fields which when taken alone each number among the problem areas: for example, the increasing subspecialisation, also in the profile of individual facilities, or a generation change in the medical profession. In parallel there is an increasing need for stability and perspectives for the upcoming generation of medical students [33] as well as for physicians in the process of obtaining their qualifications [34]. The brain drain to other countries and professions other than those in clinics or practice sends a clear message.

Creation of new structures

The confrontation with the paradigm shift and a glance at the strengths and weaknesses allows for considerations about where and what starting points exist which will support the sustainability of the specialty. 

What must be mentioned – already at this point: new ways and structures within the specialty also require a rethinking in neighbouring fields such as, for example, research funding, science policies, university personnel structures or the financial basis of medical care. This remains to be taken into account in the following paragraphs since efforts to overcome the actual problems within the specialty itself frequently reach limits.

To broaden these limits caused by external influences is, in parallel to internal optimisation, one of the specialty’s most important tasks, in the decision-making bodies, e.g., self-government or research. A continuous coordination within the specialty enables for similar activities of many participants. This will be discussed in more detail below.

What structures does the modern specialty need and what (re)structuring of a university hospital does this need?

All the previously mentioned problems aim at a reorganisation to give the specialty breadth and flexibility. The concrete question concerns the choice and the necessary steps needed for its realisation which include, beside the new substantive definitions and the setting of priorities, also a reorganisation of structure(s). A structuring model, derived from the previous analyses for university facilities, is the establishment of a department. The realisation of this option is described elsewhere. A part of the undertaken structural changes will probably prove to be transferable to other institutions with different service mandates.

How can the focus women’s health and the claim for holistic medicine be realised?

With the orientation towards health and through the incorporation of influencing factors outside of medical care, the specialty considers the woman as a whole in her social and psycho-socio-cultural activities and grasps the opportunity to build up a personal relationship with the girl or women through the various phases of life, first as an interested person, then as someone to be advised and finally if necessary as a patient. In a holistically oriented gynaecological institution the girls and women can find a refuge and competent contact persons for the widely differing situations during the course of their lives. A department or centre for women’s health committed to this prioritisation includes additional elements and task areas into its structures and portfolio.

Uniformity of the specialty

To maintain the unity of the specialty is a primary goal. The following questions back this up:

How can all important facets of the specialty be retained? Which strategies are available for the preservation or respectively, creation and extension of subdisciplines?

Attention needs to be paid to various flows that work against cohesion:
i. If in future an increasing number of subdisciplines can either not be adequately involved and/or find from their own point of view no room for further development, this will endanger the cohesion. Fragmentation will occur. At the same time the further training in the subspecialties will be endangered since the group competence is lacking.

ii. In parallel, effective but almost unnoticed, processes are ongoing in various levels of medicine that will further blur the borders of the specialty. What on the one hand may be useful for an increase in inter- and transdisciplinarity, on the other hand can also carry the danger that the overview and the clinical experience for integration may be lost – at the expense of expertise referred to clinical entities, but also possibly at the cost of the patients.

iii. In addition to tendencies suggesting that the subdisciplines are striving for autonomy, some parallel developments and/or uncoordinated activities in various topics are harmful to the unified voice of the specialty and could lead to mutual alienation and unproductive competitive situations. Coordination and understanding deficits can be observed not only between the subfields but also between the sectors. These developments weaken not only the specialty in achieving common targets, for example, with respect to health policies but also the unity in medical affairs.

The first two mentioned developments (i, ii) concern above all university gynaecology and obstetrics which has to combine all facets of the specialty in one facility together with the corresponding teaching and research tasks. Accordingly university gynaecology and obstetrics gains a sort of pace making function for answering the issues. The department structure offers itself as a pioneering option. For the last mentioned item (iii), possible solutions are already sketched out in the search for common objectives and in improved coordination, for example, on the platform of the professional societies (e.g., a senate of the specialty). In addition discussions must be initiated within the specialty as to how in future all facets should be represented in the breadth of the health-care landscape.

**How can research be integrated?**

Advances in medical research are in the meantime occurring more and more with breath-taking speed but also *isolated from clinical practice*. With almost the same speed, knowledge is decreasing about what is really entering into *health-care and care of the individual patient*. Suitable (health-care) structures must be sought so that *all* patients who are in need of it can profit from the advances – this problem field will be potentiated in the areas of genome- and biomarker-based, individualised medicine [35]. Still equally important is that issues from routine practice are strives for autonomy, some parallel developments and/or uncoordinated activities in various topics are harmful to the unified voice of the specialty and could lead to mutual alienation and unproductive competitive situations. Coordination and understanding deficits can be observed not only between the subfields but also between the sectors. These developments weaken not only the specialty in achieving common targets, for example, with respect to health policies but also the unity in medical affairs.

The first two mentioned developments (i, ii) concern above all university gynaecology and obstetrics which has to combine all facets of the specialty in one facility together with the corresponding teaching and research tasks. Accordingly university gynaecology and obstetrics gains a sort of pace making function for answering the issues. The department structure offers itself as a pioneering option. For the last mentioned item (iii), possible solutions are already sketched out in the search for common objectives and in improved coordination, for example, on the platform of the professional societies (e.g., a senate of the specialty). In addition discussions must be initiated within the specialty as to how in future all facets should be represented in the breadth of the health-care landscape.

**How can research be integrated?**

Advances in medical research are in the meantime occurring more and more with breath-taking speed but also *isolated from clinical practice*. With almost the same speed, knowledge is decreasing about what is really entering into *health-care and care of the individual patient*. Suitable (health-care) structures must be sought so that *all* patients who are in need of it can profit from the advances – this problem field will be potentiated in the areas of genome- and biomarker-based, individualised medicine [35]. Still equally important is that issues from routine practice are

---

Research problems

It is becoming increasingly difficult to recruit new personnel in the breadth of the specialty and for all specialisations and to support a continuous development of competences. In the context of university gynaecology and obstetrics this furthermore holds for the qualification of academic leaders and creation of the prerequisites for excellence in research and teaching. Structured further training is being increasingly hindered by organisational and personnel bottlenecks [1]. Despite their high specialisation, many hospitals can only offer fragments of further training [38]. At the same time there is a desire for broad and practice-oriented further training and, last but not least, this should include research and research competence. To make possible a structured clinical further training in combination with a scientific career pathway represents a particular challenge, although the greatest sustainability is to be expected from training in an integrated science. For further training at universities the department structure also offers suitable opportunities for this. The department can thereby represent a crystallisation centre from which further training concepts can be *anticipated, tested and coupled to the health-care landscape*. For the last step in particular the professional societies...
can play a significant role as has been demonstrated by the numerous activities of the DGGG and its academies.

**Implications of the generation change**

The danger that a (university) women’s hospital will lose highly qualified and clinical scientific-oriented leaders must be effectively thwarted in that structural changes be made to increase the attractiveness of a location to ensure long-term employment of personnel or, respectively, to aid recruitment of new personnel. This requires suitable perspectives not only from the viewpoints of subject matter but also of organisation (see below). Such broadened options offer the composite of a department a unified leadership structure even in the light of increasing specialisation and changing profiles of leaders.

**Consequences of the demographic changes**

Completely new demands – in all respects – have in the meantime arisen from our dealings with the societal process of the demographic changes. This concerns on the one hand questions arising from an increase of gynaecology for the elderly and on the other hand questions arising from the future human resources, all gynaecological clinics and outpatient facilities are equally affected by this.

Gerontogynaecology will gain more and more prominence with the increase in chronic and oncological diseases, not only in clinical routine but also in outpatient practices. The need for supporting structures and interdisciplinary competence will increase [39] together with the need for new capacity determinations for hospitals of different care levels and for the doctor’s practices. The graded health-care system with the guideline “outpatient before inpatient” needs supplementary definitions, also in the reimbursement system that takes the additional requirements into consideration. The problem of reimbursement for extraordinary services and for taking on responsibility also needs to be discussed in this context. People who work in health-care and those in need of nursing care, the numbers of whom are increasing due to the demographic changes (in 2030 3.4 million [status quo scenario] people in need of nursing care are expected [40]), present to the specialty with new disease constellations. Research on and appraisals of the problems, although urgently needed, are mostly lacking [41, 42]. They are, however, a necessity for considerations as to what steps are to be taken in order to be prepared for these challenges in the entire breadth of health-care.

Changes in population and age structure (e.g., increasing mobility, single person households, demographic changes with an increase in domestic care engagements) also bring about a need for matching working places and further training chances, especially since the mentioned recruitment problems forbid a renunciation of resources [43]. It is still the female physicians and researchers who have high engagements in family care obligations of varying types [44]. A change is already becoming apparent due to the demographic changes (in 2030 3.4 million [status quo scenario] people in need of nursing care are expected [40]), present to the specialty with new disease constellations. Research on and appraisals of the problems, although urgently needed, are mostly lacking [41, 42]. They are, however, a necessity for considerations as to what steps are to be taken in order to be prepared for these challenges in the entire breadth of health-care.

**Recapitulative Assessment and Conclusions**

The specialty is faced with various medical and societal currents and the task to appropriately adjust to the new situations. The complexity demands first of all an analytical synopsis of the present situation. All the presented challenges contribute to additional demands for the specialty. They add up to an expansion of the tasks. Prerequisites for solutions to the upcoming challenges were sketched out along with the questions mentioned above (see the Introduction). The presented starting points to overcome the problems require a stepwise approach. First to come into question are models (and their evaluation) in the context of the German provisional system.

Proposals by the DGGG for the scientific further development and structure of the specialty gynaecology and obstetrics with a view to the German universities were recently published. There it is stated that a university hospital in the Anglo-American countries as well as in many European countries without specialised divisions in a department structure is not conceivable. Thus also the larger clinical and scientific facilities for gynaecology and obstetrics in the other German-speaking countries are organised accordingly. This structure supports, so the expectation of the structure recommendations, the comprehensive education of students and further training in the specialty or, respectively, its focal topics (gynaecological oncology, special obstetric and prenatal medicine, gynaecological endocrinology and reproduction medicine). When establishing a department, the tasks of the divisions in patient care and teaching according to the respective topics should be precisely defined, overlapping avoided, and an intensive cooperation not only between the divisions but also between centres should be sought in the interests of comprehensive and qualified patient care [45]. The exemplary implementation of these DGGG proposals in Germany has to start. This is currently being realised in the Department of Women’s Health in the hospital of the University of Tübingen [8, 9].

The structuring of the specialty beyond the university context remains as a separate focus, in orientation on the presented key objectives and starting points as well as updated recommendations. Many problems can only be addressed in cooperation with all fields of health-care. The chances and strengths will be especially effective through collective action.
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